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		         This picture is representative only and may not match the specific configuration of the product listed on this page. Please refer to the product specifications for more information on this part number and its exact configuration.
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		            		                    Alpha's line-up of standard communication and control cables offers  maximum choice and fewer tradeoffs. By offering a comprehensive collection of insulation/jacketing materials, shielding options, and conductor counts, the cable that meets even the most demanding needs can be easily selected. Alpha has cables that go beyond the ordinary to satisfy rigorous requirements of EMI performance, transmission distances, flexibility, and temperature extremes.  Communication and control typical applications include audio systems: speakers, microphones, intercoms; broadcast and studio, data transmission: RS-232, 422, 485; CAD/CAM; computer peripherals; business machines; security systems: alarms, cameras, sensors; control systems; instrumentation systems; point-of-sale systems; and banking systems.		        

				        
		            		                Specifications

    	Temp Range, Operating	-20ºC To +80ºC
	Temp Rating, UL	80ºC (UL AWM Style 2464)
	Voltage, Max. Operating	300 V RMS (UL AWM Style 2464)
	SKU	A-6300/3-100
	Manufacturer	Alpha Wire
	AWM Specification	UL Style 2464 (300 V 80ºC)
	CEC/C(UL) Specification	CM
	CSA Specification	CMG FT4
	RoHS	Yes
	EU CE Mark	Yes
	NEC/(UL) Specification	CM
	Mfr. Part No	6300/3
	Weight	0.0000
	Color	SLATE
	Type	Non-Paired
	Conductor Size (AWG)	24
	Conductor Material	TC - Tinned Copper
	Number of Conductors	3
	Conductor Stranding	7x32
	Insulation Material	S-R PVC - Semi-Rigid Polyvinyl Chloride
	Insulation Wall Thickness	.010
	Insulation Wall Thickness (Metric)	0.254
	Overall Nominal Diameter	0.163
	Outer Jacket Wall Thickness	.032
	Outer Jacket Material	PVC - Polyvinyl Chloride
	Outer Shield Coverage	100
	Outer Shield Material	Aluminum Foil-Polyester Tape
	Amount	100 ft
	Overall Cabling - Overall Nominal Diameter (Metric)	4.14
	Outer Jacket - Nom. Wall Thickness (Metric)	0.81
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		        Your pricing is by far the best!
– Gary S. Williston, ND | View All Testimonials
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